In vivo antitumor and antimetastatic effects of flavokawain B in 4T1 breast cancer cell-challenged mice
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Abstract: Flavokawain B (FKB) is a naturally occurring chalcone that can be isolated through the root extracts of the kava-kava plant (Piper methysticum). It can also be synthesized chemically to increase the yield. This compound is a promising candidate as a biological agent, as it is reported to be involved in a wide range of biological activities. Furthermore, FKB was reported to have antitumorigenic effects in several cancer cell lines in vitro. However, the in vivo antitumor effects of FKB have not been reported on yet. Breast cancer is one of the major causes of cancer-related deaths in the world today. Any potential treatment should not only impede the growth of the tumor, but also modulate the immune system efficiently and inhibit the formation of secondary tumors. As presented in our study, FKB induced apoptosis in 4T1 tumors in vivo, as evidenced by the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling and hematoxylin and eosin staining of the tumor. FKB also regulated the immune system by increasing both helper and cytolytic T-cell and natural killer cell populations. In addition, FKB also enhanced the levels of interleukin 2 and interferon gamma but suppressed interleukin 1B. Apart from that, FKB was also found to inhibit metastasis, as evaluated by clonogenic assay, bone marrow smearing assay, real-time polymerase chain reaction, Western blot, and proteome profiler analysis. All in all, FKB may serve as a promising anticancer agent, especially in treating breast cancer.
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Introduction

The fight against cancer has been an ongoing battle. Cancer is still a major threat to human life. Among all the cancers diagnosed, breast cancer is one of the major causes of cancer-related deaths.1 Around one in eight women will develop breast cancer at some point in their lives.1 The search for a viable cure is still ongoing, and many findings have shown some promising progress. There are numerous natural bioactive substances that have been found to have anticancer potential. These anticancer agents can not only cease the growth of the tumor, but also increase the sensitivity of the immune system toward intruders.2 The performance of immune surveillance should be enhanced, especially in a cancer-promoting environment.2 Furthermore, the need to find anticancer agents that inhibit the metastatic process is also urgent. Metastasis is the number one reason cancer can lead to fatality.3 Therefore, it is imperative that newly discovered anticancer agents stop the progression of cancer as well as maintain an efficient immune system and impede the metastatic process.

Chalcones are a precursor of flavonoids and are known to be involved in a wide spectrum of biological activities.4 The kava-kava plant (Piper methysticum) is...
known as the Pacific elixir among Pacific islanders. There are three types of chalcones that can be extracted from the roots of this plant: flavokawain A, flavokawain B (FKB), and flavokawain C. These chalcones differ in terms of the side chain present within the molecular structure and the percentage of yield. FKB is a noteworthy chalcone that can either be isolated from the kava-kava plant or synthesized via the reaction of 4′,6′-dimethoxy-2′-hydroxyacetophenon and benzaldehyde. This compound is known to have promising anti-inflammatory, antinociceptive, and antitumorigenic properties. It also has been reported that FKB is toxic toward several bladder cancer cell lines, osteosarcoma cell lines, and synovial sarcoma cell lines. Nevertheless, the effects of FKB in a breast cancer murine model have not yet been tested. The extended effects of FKB on the immune system markers and metastatic markers also still remain elusive. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to unveil the in vivo antitumor effects of FKB against breast cancer in a murine model as well as to further understand the mechanism of action on immunity and antimetastasis activity.

Materials and methods
Preparation of FKB
FKB was synthesized via the Claisen–Schmidt reaction, as performed by Mohamad et al. Mohamad et al also reported the purity of FKB. For the in vitro assays, FKB was dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide, with the volume of dimethylsulfoxide administered to the cells being less than 0.1%.

Cell culture
4T1 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and were maintained in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. All the cells were kept in a 37°C incubator equipped with 5% CO2.

MTT analysis
Cell viability was measured through the MTT assay, as presented by Mosmann. Cells were seeded at a density of 0.8×10⁵ cells/mL in a 96-well plate overnight. The following day, treatment with FKB was performed, starting with 30 µg/mL and followed by twofold serial dilutions. After 72 hours of treatment, 20 µL MTT solution (5 mg/mL) was added to each of the wells. After 4 hours of incubation, the solution was removed and 100 µL DMSO was added. The solubilized crystals were measured at 570 nm, using the quant enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay plate reader (Bio-Tek Instruments, Winooska, VT, USA).

Cell cycle analysis
The cell cycle analysis was performed by flow cytometric experimentation. The cells were seeded at a density of 2.4×10⁵ cells/mL in 6-well plates. The following day, the cells were treated with the desired treatments: 9 µg/mL, 13.5 µg/mL, and 28 µg/mL FKB for 24 hours. After the designated incubation time, the cells were harvested and fixed in 80% ethanol. The fixed pellets were kept in −20°C for 1 week. On the day of the analysis, the cells were treated with Triton X-100 and RNase and were stained with propidium iodide. Afterward, the cells were subjected to flow cytometric analysis, using the FACSCalibur System™ (BD, USA).

Wound healing analysis
The wound healing analysis was performed using 6-well plates according to Liang et al. The cells were grown to full confluence overnight in a 37°C incubator. The following day, a wound was introduced in the middle of the well, using a sterile yellow tip. Next, the medium was changed and the desired treatments (9 µg/mL, 13.5 µg/mL, and 28 µg/mL FKB) were added. Photographs of the wound were captured at 0 and 24 hours after treatment. The percentage of wound closure was calculated as follows: Percentage of wound closure = (area of wound at 0 hour − area wound at (n) hour)/area of wound at 0 hour×100.

In vitro migration/invasion assay
The Boyden chamber assay was conducted to assess the rate of migration/invasion of 4T1 cells when presented with FKB. This assay was done according to Chen with minimal modification. Twenty-four hours before the assay, 4T1 cells were serum-starved by incubating the cells in serum-free media and kept in a 37°C and 5% CO2 incubator. The next day, 650 µL diluted matrigel (BD, USA) was coated on top of an 8 µm transwell insert for the invasion assay, whereas for the migration assay, the membrane was left uncoated. The matrigel was left to solidify for 1 hour in 37°C. Afterward, the cells were seeded on top of the transwell insert at 5×10⁵ cells/mL in serum-free media to create a chemoattractant gradient. For the bottom part of the insert, 2 mL media supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and the designated amounts of FKB were added. The cells were left to invade/migrate for 18 hours in a 37°C CO2 incubator. After the incubation period, the cells on the bottom part of the inserts were fixed in methanol and were subsequently stained with 0.5% crystal
violet. The number of invaded/migrated cells was viewed under an inverted light microscope (Nikon, Japan). The calculation for this assay was done by counting at least five fields of four sets from random sites of the transwell.

Animal and diet
Five- to 6-week-old female BALB/c mice were obtained from the Animal House of Monash University, Subang Jaya (Monash University, Malaysia). The mice were kept under standard housing conditions with a regular 12-hour dark–light cycle at 25°C±2°C. The mice were fed with standard diet pellets and clean tap water. All of the experiments using animals were conducted under the regulations set by the Universiti Putra Malaysia ethics committee’s guidelines for the care of laboratory animals.

Tumor inoculation and treatment
All the mice were inoculated with 1×10⁴ 4T1 cells subcutaneously. The mice were separated into seven mice per group: normal, untreated, and FKB. The FKB treatment group was fed with 50 mg/kg per day of FKB orally, whereas the untreated group was fed with olive oil, which was the vehicle of delivery. This dose was selected on the basis of a study using a similar compound. After 28 days of treatment, the mice were anesthetized and then killed by cervical dislocation. The tumors were excised and kept in RNAlater, the organs (lung, liver, and spleen) were harvested and processed immediately, and the serum was collected for further analysis.

Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling analysis of the tumors
The terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay was conducted using the DeadEnd™ colorimetric TUNEL assay (Promega, USA), according to the user’s guide. First, paraffin was removed from the slides in xylene for 5 minutes; this step was repeated twice. Next, the tissue sections were rehydrated in decreasing concentrations of ethanol (100%, 95%, 85%, 70%, and 50%) before being washed in phosphate-buffered serum (PBS; pH 7.0). Then the slides were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized using proteinase K for 30 minutes. Next, the slides were equilibrated using the provided equilibration buffer, and then the slides were labeled using terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase. Afterward, the slides were blocked in hydrogen peroxide before being incubated with streptavidin horseradish peroxidase (HRP). Last, the slides were developed using 3,3′-diaminobenzidine and were mounted in glycerol. The slides were viewed under a bright-field inverted microscope, and the apoptotic cells were counted in at least five fields of the slides from random sections of the tumors (Nikon, Japan).

Hematoxylin and eosin histology staining of the tumors
The harvested tumors were fixed in 10% formalin and were embedded in paraffin before being sliced into thin sections. Then the paraffin sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and were viewed under a bright-field microscope (Nikon, Japan). The mitotic cells present were counted and compared between the groups. The slides were viewed under a bright-field inverted microscope, and the mitotic cells were counted in at least five fields of the slides from random sections of the tumors (Nikon, Japan).

Nitric oxide detection in tumors
To detect the level of nitric oxide, the Griess reagent Kit (Sigma, USA) was used per the user’s manual. The samples were mixed with the Griess reagent and deionized water, and the mixture was left to incubate for 30 minutes at room temperature. Afterward, the absorbance of the mixture was measured at 548 nm, using a spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter, USA).

Serum detection of interleukin 2, interferon γ, and interleukin 1β
The levels of these cytokines; interleukin 2 (IL-2), interferon γ (IFN-γ), IL-10, and IL-1β were detected using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kits (R&D Systems, USA). Basically, 96-well plates were coated with the designated capture antibodies and were left overnight in 4°C. The following day, the plates were washed three times with PBS-0.5% Tween 20. Next, serums obtained from mice were incubated in the 96-well plates for 2 hours on a rocking platform at room temperature. Afterward, the plates were washed for three times again. Then the plates were incubated with the detection antibody for 2 hours on a rocking platform at room temperature. Once the incubation time ended, the plates were repeatedly washed three times and then incubated in streptavidin–HRP for 30 minutes. Next, the plates were washed four times and the 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine substrate was loaded into the plates. Once the color developed, 100 μL stop solution was added and the plates were read using the µQuant™ microplate reader (Bio-Tek Instruments).

Immunophenotyping of splenocytes
The spleens harvested from the mice from each group were meshed with a 70 μm strainer, and the single-cell suspensions
were washed twice with ice-cold PBS. Next, red blood cells were removed by incubating the splenocytes in lysis buffer (8 g NH₄Cl, 1 g Na₂EDTA, 0.1 g KH₂PO₄ at pH 7.4) for 15 minutes at 4°C. After that, the cells were washed again with PBS twice before being stained with the appropriate antibodies (Abcam, USA) for 2 hours. Later, the cells were washed with PBS and were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. A week later, the stained cells were run through the FACS-Calibur flow cytometry system (BD, USA).

Lung, liver, and spleen clonogenic assay
The clonogenic assay was based on DuPré et al’s protocol. The lungs, livers, and spleens were harvested from each group of the mice and were rinsed several times in ice-cold PBS. Next, the lung and liver were chopped and minced into small pieces before being treated with 2 mg/mL collagenase type IV in 37°C for 1 hour. Afterward, the digested organs were passed through a 70 µm strainer. The spleens were mechanically disrupted using a syringe plunger and 70 µm strainers. The digested organs were centrifuged at 2,000 rpm for 5 minutes. Later, the cell pellets were washed with PBS twice before being resuspended in 10 mL RPMI supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 60 µM 6-thioguanine (Fisher, USA). The whole-organ suspension was plated into 6-well plates, and tenfold serial dilutions were made. The plates were incubated in a 37°C incubator equipped with 5% CO₂ for 10 days with no media change. After the incubation period, the unattached cells were removed and the plates washed with PBS. The colonies were fixed in methanol for 1 hour and stained with 0.5% crystal violet for 2 hours. The wells were rinsed with PBS again and viewed under a microscope. The number of colonies formed per organ was counted for each group.

Bone marrow smearing
The bone marrows from the mice were removed from the femur of the mice, using dissecting scalpel and scissors. Afterward, the bone marrows were flushed with PBS, using a syringe. Then, the cells from the bone marrow were smeared across a clean slide and were left to dry. Afterward, the slides were fixed in methanol for 30 minutes and later stained with Giemsa staining for 1 hour before being rinsed in distilled H₂O three times. The slides were left to dry, and the morphology of the cells was observed under an inverted microscope (Nikon, Japan).

Total red blood cell count
Total red blood cell count was performed using a standard hemocytometer. The blood from mice was withdrawn and inserted into a microtainer. Ten microliters of the blood were loaded onto the hemocytometer and counted. The total count was done under a standard light microscope (Nikon, Japan).

Real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction
Total RNA was extracted from the tumors using the Qiagen RNEASY Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany). Then, 1 µg of the RNA was converted to cDNA, using the First Strand Maxima Synthesis Kit (Thermo Scientific, USA) on a thermal cycler (Labnet, USA). Next, the real-time polymerase chain reaction was conducted using the Power SybrGreen Kit (Invitrogen, USA) on the iCyler IQ5 (Bio-Rad, USA). The sequence of the primers used is detailed in Table 1. The analysis was done using the iQ5 iCycler software, using three housekeeping genes: HPRT, ACTB, and GAPDH.

Table 1 Accession number, name of the gene, and the sequence of the primers used in the real-time polymerase chain reaction analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accession number</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM_008084.3</td>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>F: 5-GAAGGTGTGAAGCAGGCAATC-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R: 5-GAAGGTGAAGAGTGGAGGT-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM_007393.3</td>
<td>ACTB</td>
<td>F: 5-TGCTACGTATCCATCCTAC-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R: 5-GAAGTTGGAAGTGGAGGT-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM_013556.2</td>
<td>HPRT</td>
<td>F: 5-CTTNGGCAGAGTGATGTAAC-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R: 5-GAAGTTGGAAGTGGAGGT-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM_010493.2</td>
<td>Interstitial adhesion molecule 1</td>
<td>F: 5-GGACCGACGACGATC-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R: 5-GAAGTTGGAAGTGGAGGT-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM_010927.3</td>
<td>Inducible nitric oxide synthase</td>
<td>F: 5-GCAGTTGAGTCATGATC-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R: 5-GAAGTTGGAAGTGGAGGT-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM_008689.2</td>
<td>Nuclear factor κB</td>
<td>F: 5-GAAGTTGGAAGTGGAGGT-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R: 5-GAAGTTGGAAGTGGAGGT-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM_010849.4</td>
<td>C-MYC</td>
<td>F: 5-GAAGTTGGAAGTGGAGGT-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R: 5-GAAGTTGGAAGTGGAGGT-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Western blot
Proteins from the tumor excised from the mice were obtained by mechanical disintegration, using radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer supplemented with protease inhibitors (Roche, USA). The quantification of the proteins was performed using the Bradford assay (Sigma, USA). Next, 100 µg protein run on a 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gel before the protein separated was transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane using the G2 Pierce Blotter (Pierce, USA). Afterward, the membrane was blocked with 0.5% skimmed milk overnight, and the membrane was washed in Tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 three times. Next, the membrane was incubated in the respective primary antibodies for 1 hour, followed by a 1 hour incubation with the secondary antibodies. The anti-beta-actin loading control antibody (ab8227; Abcam, USA) was incubated at a 1:2,000 ratio, and the antivascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF; ab1316; Abcam, USA) antibody was incubated at a 1:1,000 ratio. The membrane was then developed under chemiluminescence conditions and was viewed using the ChemiDoc XRS (Bio-Rad).

Proteome profiler mouse angiogenesis
To analyze the effects of FKB on the angiogenic process in 4T1 tumors, a proteome profiler analysis was performed (R&D Systems, USA). In short, proteins from the excised tumors were harvested via mechanical disruption, during which the tumors were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and meshed using a mortar and pestle. The meshed tumors were lysed in PBS supplemented with premade tablets containing protease cocktail inhibitors (Roche, USA). The quantification of the proteins was done using the Bradford assay (Sigma, USA). Initially, the membranes were blocked in the blocking buffer provided for 1 hour at room temperature. At the same time, the proteins also were incubated with the detection antibody for 1 hour at room temperature. After the blocking period, the samples and detection antibody were incubated with the membrane at 4°C overnight. The following day, the membranes were washed three times with the provided washing buffer. Next, a 1:2,000 dilution of the streptavidin–HRP was prepared and was incubated alongside the membranes for 30 minutes. Afterward, the membranes were washed again three times before being developed under chemiluminescence conditions. The membrane was viewed using the ChemiDoc XRS (Bio-Rad).

Statistical analysis
All experiments were done in at least four biological replicates. The average values and standard errors of the mean were obtained. The statistical analysis was performed using the GraphPad Prism (version 4.0), based on Student’s t-tests with the significance set at \( P<0.05 \) against the untreated group.

Results
FKB inhibits the proliferation and induces apoptosis of 4T1 cells in vitro
To screen whether FKB is cytotoxic toward 4T1 cells or not, the MTT assay was conducted before any other assays. As depicted in Figure 1, FKB managed to inhibit the growth of 4T1 cells in a dose-dependent manner. The half-maximal dose of FKB was 13.5 µg/mL after 72 hours of treatment. Furthermore, to analyze the effect of FKB on the cell cycle regulation of 4T1 cells, the flow cytometric analysis was performed as in Figure 2. As depicted in Table 2, the percentage of the cells in the SubG0/G1 phase increased as the dose of FKB escalated.

FKB impedes the migration and invasion of 4T1 cells in vitro
To determine the effects of FKB on the in vitro motility and invasiveness of 4T1 cells, three assays were conducted. As depicted in Figure 3A, the wound healing analysis was performed to observe whether FKB impeded the migration of the 4T1 cells toward the center of the wound. After 24 hours of incubation, the percentage of wound closure decreased substantially in the treated samples. The percentage of wound closures declined from 100% to 54.26% ± 2.78% in the 13.5 µg/mL treatment group, and 33.72% ± 2.78% in the 28 µg/mL treatment group. To observe the effects of FKB on the migration of 4T1 cells in a three-dimensional setting, the Boyden transwell chamber assay was performed. As depicted in Figure 3B, the percentage

![Graph showing MTT analysis on 4T1 cells after treatment with seven different concentrations of flavokawain B for 72 hours.](image-url)

**Figure 1** MTT analysis on 4T1 cells after treatment with seven different concentrations of flavokawain B for 72 hours.

**Notes:** All values are represented as mean ± standard error of the mean; n=3 biological replicates of 4T1 cells. \(*P<0.05\).
of migrated cells also decreased significantly in the treatment group. In terms of the invasiveness of 4T1 cells, the ability is reduced on treatment with FKB, as presented in Figure 3C.

**FKB inhibits the growth of tumors in vivo**

FKB managed to reduce the size of the tumor after 28 days of treatment, as depicted in Figure 4A. Likewise, in Figure 4B,

**Table 2 Percentage of cells in each of the cell cycle phases after treatment with flavokawain B for 72 hours**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>9 µg/mL</th>
<th>13.5 µg/mL</th>
<th>28 µg/mL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub G0/G1</td>
<td>2.53±0.17</td>
<td>20.11±0.41*</td>
<td>45.73±0.41*</td>
<td>64.96±0.36*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G0/G1</td>
<td>46.67±0.35</td>
<td>31.27±0.53</td>
<td>27.25±0.72*</td>
<td>22.29±0.33*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>28.64±0.32</td>
<td>20.95±0.23</td>
<td>16.17±0.25</td>
<td>8.31±0.19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2+M</td>
<td>20.67±0.21</td>
<td>23.96±0.38</td>
<td>9.67±0.34*</td>
<td>4.05±0.12*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Each value represents mean ± standard error of the mean. *P<0.05.
Figure 3 In vitro migration/invasion results in 4T1 cells upon treatment with flavokawain B.

Notes: (A) Wound healing analysis of 4T1 cells after treatment with three concentrations of flavokawain B for 24 hours. (B) Percentage of migrated cells in the in vitro migration assay of 4T1 cells through a Boyden chamber alongside three different doses of flavokawain B for 18 hours. (C) Percentage of invaded cells in the in vitro invasion assay of 4T1 cells through a basement membrane with three different concentrations of flavokawain B for 18 hours. Images (B and C) were taken at 20× magnification, and were stained with crystal violet. All values are represented as mean ± standard error of the mean; significance was set at P<0.05. *P<0.05.
the tumor volume also decreased from $700 \pm 70 \text{ mm}^3$ in the untreated group to $462.5 \pm 74 \text{ mm}^3$ in the FKB-treated group. The weight of the tumor in the untreated group was $0.617 \pm 0.013 \text{ g}$, whereas this value decreased to $0.44 \pm 0.037 \text{ g}$ in the treatment group, as depicted in Figure 4C. Moreover, on the basis of the TUNEL analysis, the number of apoptotic cells in the tumors increased in the FKB-treated tumors, as in Figure 5. In addition, according to the H&E staining, as illustrated in Figure 5, the number of mitotic cells decreased in the FKB-treated tumors.

**FKB regulates several immune system markers in vivo**

To understand the effects of FKB on the important immune markers, immunophenotyping of the splenocyte cell population was conducted. As depicted in Figure 6, the population of the CD4/CD3 T-cell population increased significantly in the FKB-treated splenocytes. A similar pattern was also observed in the population of CD8/CD4 T-cells. In addition, the population of both natural killer (NK) 1.1/CD3+ and NK1.1/CD3- cells was elevated slightly, even though it is not statistically significant. To further elucidate the mechanistic action of FKB, the levels of expression of several important cytokines was also measured, as presented in Figure 7. The level of IL-2 in the serum of the control mice was $35.09 \pm 7.54 \text{ pg/mL}$, whereas in the FKB group, the level of IL-2 increased to $141.11 \pm 1.22 \text{ pg/mL}$. Moreover, as depicted in Figure 7, the level of IFN-γ also increased from $94.21 \pm 1.91 \text{ pg/mL}$ in the control group to $174.82 \pm 0.52 \text{ pg/mL}$ in the FKB-treated serum. Moreover, on the basis of the level of IL-1β, the value in the control group, $666.67 \pm 7.63 \text{ pg/mL}$, decreased to $433.33 \pm 2.88 \text{ pg/mL}$ in the FKB-treated mice. Moreover, as depicted in Table 3, the red blood count in FKB-treated mice increased compared with in the control.

**FKB possesses antimetastatic abilities in vivo**

To test for the antimetastatic potential of FKB in vivo, the clonogenic assay was performed. As depicted in Figure 8, the number of colonies formed in the lung, liver, and spleen was
Flavokawain B in 4T1 breast cancer cell-challenged mice reduced significantly in the FKB treatment group. In addition, on the basis of the bone marrow smearing assay, as shown in Figure 9, the presence of abnormal cells was only seen in the untreated group, not in the FKB treatment group.

FKB regulates inflammation and metastasis-related genes and proteins in vivo

The level of nitric oxide in the tumors was also measured. As shown in Figure 10, the level of nitric oxide in FKB-treated tumors was reduced when compared with the control. Real-time polymerase chain reaction was conducted to measure the levels of messenger RNA of four different genes in the tumor lysates. As presented in Figure 11, the levels of nuclear factor κB, inducible nitric oxide synthase, intercellular adhesion molecule 1, and C-MYC declined in the FKB-treated mice. This pattern was also seen in the protein level of VEGF, as illustrated in Figure 12. Furthermore, on the basis of the proteome profiler analysis, the levels of several angiogenesis-related proteins were also decreased in the FKB-treated group.

Figure 5 Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) analysis of tumors harvested from both control mice as well as flavokawain B (50 mg/kg)-treated mice (A), and quantified (B). Histological staining of both the tumors (control and flavokawain B-treated) with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (C), and quantified (D). Notes: (A) Black circles represent cells with fragmented DNA (apoptotic cells). Magnification, 40×. (C) Circles represent cells undergoing mitoses. Magnification: 20×. *Significance is set at P < 0.05, and each value represents mean ± standard error of the mean; n = 7 mice per group.
as shown in Figure 13. These proteins included angiogenin, TIMP-1, coagulation factor 3, SDF-1, serpin E1, FGF Acidic, FGF Basic, TSP-2, Endothelin 1, IP-10, KC, PDGF-AA, PDGF-BB, Pentraxin 3, IGFBP-1, and IGFBP-2.

Discussion
FKB has been found to possess promising antitumorogenic properties in several cancer cell lines in vitro. However, to the best of our knowledge, the effects of FKB on breast cancer cell line, 4T1 cells, in a murine model have not yet been reported. In the in vitro model, FKB inhibited the proliferation of 4T1 cells on the basis of the MTT assay and the cell cycle analysis. Moreover, the abilities of FKB to inhibit the migration and invasiveness of 4T1 cells were also discovered. Because the antitumorogenic properties of FKB in an in vitro setting are promising, this notion was put to test in an in vivo model. After 28 days of treatment, FKB managed to reduce the size in terms of weight and volume of...
Figure 7 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay analysis on the detection of the level of interleukin 2 (IL-2), interferon γ (IFN-γ), and interleukin 1β (IL-1β) in the blood of the normal, untreated, and flavokawain B (50 mg/kg)-treated mice.

Notes: Each value represents the mean ± standard error of the mean; n=7 mice per group; *P<0.05.

The tumors. TUNEL analysis was performed to see whether FKB induced apoptosis in the tumors by DNA fragmentation. DNA fragmentation is an essential step in the execution of apoptosis. Furthermore, according to the H&E staining of the tumors, the number of actively dividing cells in the FKB-treated tumors was reduced when compared with the untreated control tumor. Cancer cells are distinguishable because of the high rate of division in them. C-MYC is a proto-oncogene that is heavily involved in the progression of cancer. It is linked to the poor prognosis of breast cancer and is known to promote cancer cell survival. The quantitative polymerase chain reaction analysis showed that the expression of c-MYC decreased significantly in the FKB-treated tumors. A similar flavonoid, fucoidan, also induced apoptosis in 4T1 cells by decreasing the level of C-MYC. According to these results, it could be suggested that FKB obstructed the progression of 4T1 tumors by inducing apoptosis.

The state of the immune system is thoroughly important to the progression of cancer. A compromised immune system may contribute to the aggressiveness of a certain cancer. Tumor cells are able to evade immune surveillance by interrupting the activity of T-cells. T-cells provide a barrier that cancer cells have to overcome before rendering the host vulnerable and weak. In contrast, advances in using cytokines and T-cells as immunotherapy had been

Table 3 Total red blood count in the serum harvested from the control and flavokawain B (50 mg/kg)-treated mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mice</th>
<th>Total red blood cell count, 10^{12}/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavokawain B</td>
<td>8.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
expanding rapidly.\(^{24,25}\) It is apparent that FKB increased the cell populations of several T-cell markers and the NK1.1 cell population. The percentages of CD8/CD3 T-cells and NK cells also increased in the FKB-treated splenocytes. Both cytotoxic T-cells and NK cells contribute to the elimination of cancer cells by lysing the tumors.\(^{23}\) CD4/CD3 T-cells are commonly referred to as T helper cells, and these cells are one of the main immune players in the body. These T helper

Figure 8 Representative images of the colonies formed in each of the organs (A). Bar chart of the total 4T1 colonies formed from the meshed lung, liver, and spleen harvested from the control and flavokawain B (50 mg/kg)-treated mice after 10 days of incubation (B).

Notes: (A) Lung, dilution factor: \(10^4\); liver, dilution factor: \(10^4\); spleen, dilution factor: \(10^5\). (B) Each value represents mean ± standard error of the mean; *\(P < 0.05\); n=3.

Figure 9 Bone marrow cells stained with Giemsa viewed under a phase contrast microscope.

Notes: Black arrow indicates the presence of abnormal cells within the cell population. Abnormal cells are identified by the morphology difference. Magnification: 40x.
cells function by maintaining the effectiveness of CD8 cells as well as generating memory T-cells for future use.26 NK T-cells are also a recognized subset of T-cells that has the potential to have therapeutic values in suppressing cancer.

On another related note, cytokines also play crucial roles in regulating the immune system. IL-2 is necessary for T-cells to develop into T helper cells and T cytotoxic cells.27 Therefore, the increase in the levels of IL-2 may assist in the productivity of T-cell activity, thus enhancing the immune system. Furthermore, the level of IFN-γ also increased in the FKB-treated mice. Interestingly, IL-2 is associated with the activation of the IFN-γ-induced chemokine signaling pathway that will eventually regulate the CD8/CD3 T-cells.28 Thus, the activation of the cytolytic CD8 T-cells and NK cells with the stimulation of anticancer cytokines (IL-2 and IFN-γ) may also contribute to the inhibition of cancer. Cancer treatment usually causes unwanted adverse effects, including low red blood cell count. Red blood cells are important to maintain the optimum oxygen delivery to other tissues. The increase in the red blood cell count may suggest that FKB does not interfere with bone marrow activities. IL-1β is a type of cytokine known to be involved in the progression of cancer.29 In fact, the inhibition of this cytokine may impede tumor growth and, to a greater extent, metastasis in general.29

The positive relationship between inflammation and progression of cancer, especially metastasis, is a popular doctrine.30 An inflammatory response might interfere with the efficacy of the immune markers. The level of nitric oxide within the tumor is reduced on treatment with FKB. Nitric oxide may contribute to the development of inflammation, metastasis, and angiogenesis.31 The generation of NO is a result of the activation of nuclear factor κB and, subsequently, inducible nitric oxide synthase.32 Nuclear factor κB can also directly regulate the level of intercellular adhesion molecule 1, a proinflammatory marker that is reduced in the FKB treatment group.33 Most of the cancer-related fatalities were reported to be caused by the formation of secondary metastases.
Figure 13 (A) Proteome profiler was performed to detect the changes in angiogenesis-related proteins on treatment with flavokawain B (50 mg/kg). (B) Proteins that are expressed with significant changes when treated with flavokawain B (50 mg/kg); *P<0.05.

The reduction of pro-inflammatory mediators may render the cancer cells more susceptible to anticancer treatment. In addition, the anti-angiogenesis ability of FKB was further evaluated by detecting the regulation of several angiogenesis-related proteins. The mechanism by which FKB conveys its antimitastatic ability is further widened, as it involved several different types of proteins. On the basis of the proteome profiler results, FKB significantly reduced the expression of angiogenin, coagulation factor 3, SDF-1, serpin F1, and TSP-2. Angiogenin is a ribonuclease that is known to be involved in the formation of new blood vessels, especially in embryonic, postnatal, and endometrium tissues. In fact, the level of
Angiogenin in the tissue may serve as a prognostic marker in primary breast carcinoma. Moreover, the expression of coagulation factor 3 was reduced significantly in FKB-treated tumors. Persistent expression of coagulation factor 3 can contribute to the development of cancer-related thrombosis. The interception of coagulation factor 3’s activity may serve as a potential anti-angiogenic treatment, especially in breast cancer. Moreover, the level of SDF-1 was also reduced in the treated group. SDF-1 is often associated with CXCR4 in cancer pathogenesis. In breast cancer, the SDF-1/CXCR4 axis is reported to be important in the progression of angiogenesis. Serpin F1, otherwise known as pigment epithelium-derived factor, is also a potent inducer of angiogenesis and is reduced in the FKB-treated tumors. Furthermore, the levels of both FGF basic and acidic were reduced compared with levels in the control. Both FGF basic and acidic are more highly expressed in breast cancer tissues than normal tissues. Another growth factor, VEGF, is also significantly expressed in breast cancer tissues and is one of the main players in regulating angiogenesis. VEGF was also reduced in the FKB-treated tumors. The activation of VEGF can be initiated through the angiogenesis marker, endothelin 1.

It has been put forward that the activation of IGFBR-2 can also initiate the release of VEGF. In addition, PDGF-AA is also required to regulate the expression of VEGF. PDGF-BB is also known to contribute to angiogenesis. Another molecule worth noting is pentraxin 3, which is found to have an upregulated expression in metastatic breast cancer and is also known to contribute to the poor survival rate of breast cancer patients. Therefore, an anticancer agent that can inhibit the expression of pentraxin 3 is favorable. IGF1R antiangiogenic markers were also regulated by FKB. Amphiregulin is discovered to have antiangiogenic properties in tumors. This protein is upregulated in the tumors treated with FKB. Moreover, the level of IP-10 was also increased compared with the control group. IP-10 is known for its role in inhibiting VEGF-induced motility in the angiogenic process. Inhibition of inflammation and angiogenesis-related markers by FKB have further contributed to the reduction of the number of colonies formed in the lung, liver, and spleen. The distribution of cancer cells in secondary sites should be decreased, as these could contribute to the malignancy state of tumors. Cancer cells usually migrate to other sites, especially neighboring organs, through the blood or bone marrow. In the bone marrow smearing results, no abnormal or erratic cells were found in the FKB-treated mice, suggesting FKB could effectively inhibit the metastatic abilities of breast cancer cells to the spleen, liver, and bone marrow.
Conclusion
On the basis of the results obtained from this study, FKB managed to halt the proliferation of 4T1 cells and the migration and invasiveness in vitro. This chalcone also reduced the size of the tumor and induced apoptosis in vivo. Moreover, FKB impeded the metastatic process in vivo as well as reduced the inflammatory process. Figure 14 depicts the possible direct and indirect mechanism of the activity of flavokawain in vivo, based on the results of this study. Nevertheless, more in-depth study should be conducted to fully understand the mechanism of FKB. Overall, FKB has a bright prospect of becoming an anticancer agent, and it should be further developed into the pharmaceutical line, especially for treating breast cancer.
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